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Dedication
This book is dedicated TO YOU.
On your shoulders rests an assignment…
something like a national project, but you are
currently weak and too tired to receive it. I hope
this book strengthens you and helps you find your
feet, we are counting on you.
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Foreword
I am so excited to write the forward for this book:
Unleash Your Inventions: The Secret Origin Of
Creativity And Inventions by Ademola Morebise. This
book is coming out at the most appropriate time in
the history of humanity. At a time when it is most
needed.
I pray that everyone that is reading the book will find
it a great opportunity to be part of the generation
that God is raising up very shortly, a generation of
inventors

and

creators

and

also

to

launch

themselves into the new realm of creativity that God
wants to unleash upon the earth in our time.
Majority of what you have as instruments, gadgets,
equipment, machines, electronics, smartphones,
apps and computers today, they look exciting but in
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a very short while, they will become obsolete and
when they are obsolete, it is those who have
launched into creativity and invention of whatever
God has put into their spirit that will start ruling and
reigning the world.
That is why it is important to get involved in this
spirit of creativity and invention right now. God
bringing this out will help you to be part of these
things, because if this book gets into your hand, I
believe you are part of that generation of inventors
and creators.
Incidentally, when I laid hold on this book, I finished
reading it the same day. The next day I received an
email from the great evangelist; Dr Morris Cerullo as
a partner to his ministry. In the partner’s email Dr
Morris Cerullo wrote that God had started speaking
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to him about the year 2020, revealing to him that it
is going to be a year of inventions.
Wow! I concluded that this could not be a
coincidence; God is planning inventions from year
2020 and then Ademola Morebise is publishing this
book right now—2019 going to 2020—and named it
UNLEASH

YOUR

INVENTIONS.

This

means

something is happening in the spirit realm, only for
those who are sensitive to pick it.
So, I pray that as you read the book, it is going to
help you bring out what God has put inside your
spirit.
Thank you and God bless you.
Rev. Olufemi Louis Ogundare, President, Cloven
Tongues Of Fire Ministry (https://ctofm.org)
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Introduction: Read This First
For Context
Hello Friend,
Thank you for checking out my book. There are
literally thousands of other things you could be
doing with your time right now, for you to choose to
spend it reading this book, I appreciate you.
First things first, I am not yet an acclaimed inventor.
I do not have any invention to my name as at the
time of writing this book. I rather consider myself to
be a learner and a reporter, I am learning a lot about
inventors and inventions, then happy to report back
to you.
It is not like I do not have achievements of mine to
boast about. I have plenty of bragging rights: I was
13

nominated in 2011 for a National Youth Award for
ICT innovation by the Nigerian Ministry of Youth. For
3 consecutive years, I was shortlisted as one of the
hundred most innovative minds working in the
Nigerian tech scene. A list backed by one of Africa’s
most innovative bank; GTBank. I have won a lot of
awards and recognition for my work.
So, I have quite the track record of creativity and
innovation spanning over a decade. I developed a
social networking platform (named Gistcaster) when
I was just eighteen years old! As a 300 level student
of Physics Electronics at the Federal University of
Technology, Akure (FUTA), South-Western Nigeria, I
developed an interest-based, location-aware, SMS
longcode newsletter system which I named g160. We
went on to sign up over 3,000 students within 3
weeks of launching that.
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I was a “superstar”, however, I count that all as
inconsequential when I compare it with what lies
ahead of me. There are so much more inventive ideas
I am nursing within me that will announce me to my
generation than the little I might have done already.
Right now, I am building a digital technologyenabled platform to empower 100, 000 business
owners across Africa and enable them to build
profitable, formidable businesses.
While I agree with your objection that only an
Inventor should write a book boldly titled Unleash
Your Inventions: The Secret Origin Of Creativity And
Inventions, I also think there is great value in what I
am about to share with you as you might learn a
thing or two from it.
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It is just like back in my school days, when I would
attend tutorials organised by my colleagues who had
done some extra hours of study ahead of me and
could teach me within two hours what they had
stayed up all night trying to figure out.
I could learn from them even though we were both
undergraduate students. I learnt a lot from them
even though they were not yet certified as Physicists.
I got value from those tutorials because they helped
me figure out the course contents faster, and they
also got value because you learn more when you
teach others.
Similarly, this book is likely to save you thousands
of hours of research on your own journey towards
becoming an inventor, and I will also get value
because it takes a lot of clarity and discipline to write
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a book and publishing this book will no doubt make
me a better person all round.
You win. I win.
My REAL goal with this book is to start a
conversation about creativity and invention. I think
it is important to start that conversation because I
firmly believe that we need fresh approaches to
solving the problems in the society. You must exhibit
creativity and inventiveness if you will survive in the
long term. That is what makes you ever-relevant and
truly irreplaceable.
The thing about creativity and inventiveness is that
it is a state of mind that anybody can achieve. It is
not the birth right of anyone, it is not connected to
the size of your wallet or colour of your skin or your
geographical location.
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